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ABSTRACT
Context. A member of the Local Group, IC 1613 is a gas rich irregular dwarf galaxy that appears to have formed stars continu-
ously over the last 10 Gyr and is relatively independent of external influences from other galaxies.
Aims. This paper aims to study the spatial distribution of the asymptotic giant branch (AGB) population in IC 1613 and its
metallicity.
Methods. Using WFCAM on UKIRT, high quality JHK photometry of an area of 0.8 deg2 centered on IC 1613 was obtained.
The data have been used to isolate the C- and M-type components of the AGB population and using their number ratio, C/M, a
global mean metallicity has been derived. The metallicity and the TRGB magnitude have been studied as a function of distance
from the galactic centre and as a function of azimuthal angle.
Results. The tip of the RGB (TRGB) has been found at K0 = 18.25±0.15 mag. The colour separation between the C- and M-type
components of the AGB population has been located at (J − K) = 1.15 ± 0.05 mag, giving a global C/M ratio of 0.52 ± 0.04 and
from this an iron abundance of [Fe/H] = −1.26 ± 0.07 dex has been calculated.
Conclusions. The AGB population has been detected out to a radial distance of 4.5 kpc in the de-projected plane of the galaxy.
The measured TRGB is consistent with previous measurements and no significant variation is detected in the TRGB or in metal-
licity either with galactocentric distance or azimuthal angle.
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1. Introduction
The dwarf galaxy IC 1613 is frequently described as be-
ing Magellanic like or a ‘typical’ dwarf irregular (dIrr).
With a luminosity of MV = −14.9 mag it is ranked 6th
in brightness among the dIrr’s of the Local Group (LG)
(Battinelli & Demers 2009). At a distance of ∼ 500 kpc
from M31, IC 1613 is more closely associated with that
galaxy than the Milky Way (MW), although there is some
disagreement in the literature as to whether it is a satel-
lite of M31 (Lake & Skillman 1989; McConnachie & Irwin
2006; Battinelli et al. 2007a). Estimates of the distance to
IC 1613 from the MW have been made using several differ-
ent distance-luminosity indicators including Cepheids (m −
M)0 = 24.291 ± 0.035 (721 kpc) (Pietrzyn´ski et al. 2006),
RR Lyraes (m − M)0 = 24.10 ± 0.27 (660 kpc) (Saha et al.
1992), the tip of the red giant branch (TRGB) (m − M)0 =
24.29 ± 0.12 (721 kpc) (Cole et al. 1999) and the red clump
(m − M)0 = 24.30 ± 0.09 (724 kpc) (Dolphin et al. 2001).
Bernard et al. (2010) presented an average distance modulus
of (m−M)0 = 24.40± 0.014 (758 kpc) based on their own de-
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rived value and those in the literature. We adopt this average
value for our work, meaning 1′ equates to 0.22 kpc.
IC 1613 is a gas rich galaxy that appears to have experi-
enced star formation over most of the life of the Universe as
evidenced by the presence of an old (> 10 Gyr) RR Lyrae pop-
ulation (Saha et al. 1992; Dolphin et al. 2001; Bernard et al.
2010), an intermediate-age (1 − 10 Gyr) red giant branch
(RGB) and asymptotic branch (AGB) population (Freedman
1988; Jung et al. 2009) and a younger (< 1 Gyr) blue pop-
ulation of stars (Hodge et al. 1991; Tautvaisˇiene˙ et al. 2007).
At present there seems to be only one recent and ongoing re-
gion of star formation in the North East (NE) of the galaxy,
but the hole in the H I gas in the South East (SE) suggests that
there has been star formation in that region in the recent past
(Lozinskaya 2002; Lake & Skillman 1989).
While star formation in IC 1613 has been effectively con-
tinuous the stellar population is dominated by stars formed
at intermediate times (Cole et al. 1999). This is the result of
variations in the rate of star formation with time and loca-
tion, at least within the 7′ of the dynamic center of the
galaxy (Skillman et al. 2003). Using optical photometry of a
small field near the center of IC 1613, taken with the Wide-
Field Planetary Camera 2 (WFPC2), Cole et al. (1999) esti-
mated that the star formations rate (SFR) had declined by
∼ 50% over the last 400 − 900 Myr and is currently ∼ 3.5 ×
10−4 M⊙ yr−1. Skillman et al. (2003), who compared WFPC2
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photometry of a second field approximately 6′.7 South West
of that observed by Cole et al. (1999) with colour-magnitude
diagrams (CMDs) simulated from theoretical stellar models,
also concluded that the SFR in IC 1613 had declined in the
last Gyr; following a period of enhanced star formation be-
tween 3 and 6 Gyr ago. However, Skillman et al. (2003) found
that the decline in the SFR differed between the inner and
outer fields, with the SFR in the central field observed by
Cole et al. (1999) maintaining a higher average level. More re-
cently Skillman et al. (2014) used the HST Advanced Camera
for Surveys (ACS) to obtain very deep (I ∼ 29 mag) optical
photometry of another field between the core and half-light ra-
dius of IC 1613. The depth of these observations means that
they can reach a time resolution of ∼ 1 Gyr at the oldest ages
and Skillman et al. (2014) argue that the position of the ob-
served field means that it can be treated as being representative
of the global star formation history (SFH). They find that star
formation has been nearly continuous, with an almost constant
SFR during the first 6 Gyr and varying by, at most, a factor of
two over the entire lifetime of the galaxy.
In addition to deep photometric studies of isolated fields
near the centre of the galaxy, where the younger stars are
concentrated, several studies have been made of the distribu-
tion and metallicity of the different stellar populations across
IC 1613 in order to better understand its SFH. Albert et al.
(2000) detected C-type stars out to a radius of 15′, while
Battinelli et al. (2007a) traced the giant population out to 23′,
finding though that the young main sequence population is re-
stricted to the central portion of the galaxy (≤ 10′). The metal-
licity of IC1613 is often found to be comparable to the Small
Magellanic Cloud or slightly more metal poor (Cole et al.
1999). Estimates of the iron abundance depend on the stel-
lar population under investigation. Using optical photometry,
Skillman et al. (2003) found that [Fe/H] has increased from
−1.30 at the earliest times to −0.70 dex today. The same au-
thors quoted abundances of −0.80 ± 0.20 dex and −1.07 dex
for H II regions in the galaxy based on measurements of the
nebular oxygen abundance made by Skillman et al. (1989) and
Lee et al. (2003) respectively. This is consistent with the find-
ings of Tautvaisˇiene˙ et al. (2007) who estimated the overall
metallicity of the young stellar population to be [Fe/H] =
−0.67 ± 0.09 dex from the spectra of 3 M-type supergiants
and with those of Cole et al. (1999) who estimated the [Fe/H]
abundance of the blue and red supergiants to be ≤ −1.0 dex.
Multiple [Fe/H] measurements have also been made of the
intermediate- and old-age populations. Based on the average
(V−I) colour of the population at the TRGB, Freedman (1988)
and Cole et al. (1999) estimated the metallicity of the RGB
population to be [Fe/H] = −1.30 dex and [Fe/H] = −1.40 ±
0.30 dex respectively. These measurements are in good agree-
ment with those of Zucker & Wyder (2004), who find a mean
abundance of [Fe/H] = −1.30 dex from the equivalent width of
two Ca II triplet lines in the spectra of a sample of RGB stars.
Go´rski et al. (2011) estimated the metallicity of the older RGB
population to be [Fe/H] = −1.50± 0.08 dex based on their op-
tical colours, while Dolphin et al. (2001) quote a more metal
rich value of [Fe/H] = −1.15 ± 0.20 dex based on the inter-
polation of the isochrones by Girardi et al. (2000). For the RR
Lyrae population (> 10 Gyr) Dolphin et al. (2001) estimate a
mean metallicity of [Fe/H] = −1.30 ± 0.2 dex. This is more
metal rich than other estimates by Tikhonov & Galazutdinova
(2002) and Cole et al. (1999) who estimate the metallicity of
the old population to be [Fe/H] = −1.75 ± 0.20 and [Fe/H] =
−1.80 to −2.0 dex respectively, based on optical photometry
of the giant population. We will examine the intermediate age
(1 − 10 Gyr) AGB population and derive its metallicity using
JHK photometry and the C/M ratio.
During the thermally pulsing AGB (TP-AGB) phase, mix-
ing mechanisms can dredge up triple-α processed material
from the He-burning shell to the stellar atmosphere. The
dredged up material can cause the dominant metal to change
from oxygen to carbon. Sources which have more oxygen than
carbon (C/O < 1) in their atmospheres are known as oxygen-
rich or M-type, while those that have more carbon than oxy-
gen (C/M > 1) are known as carbon-rich or C-type. The ratio
between the number of C- and the number of M-type stars
is known as the C/M ratio. This ratio is often used as an in-
direct indicator of metallicity in the environment in which
those stars formed, as at lower metallicities the transformation
from an initially O-rich atmosphere to a C-rich one is easier
as fewer dredge-up events are required (Iben & Renzini 1983;
Blanco et al. 1978).
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Sect. 2 we
present our data and the selection of sources for our analy-
sis, in Sect. 3 & 4 we analyse the data and present out results,
followed by a discussion and our conclusions in Sect. 5 & 6.
2. Observations and data reduction
2.1. JHK photometry
Images of IC 1613, centered on α = 01h04m54s, δ =
02◦07′57.4′′ were obtained as part of a larger project to survey
the AGB population of Local Group galaxies (PI Irwin). Using
the Wide Field CAMera (WFCAM) mounted on UKIRT in
Hawai’i on the night of the 5 August 2008, images were ob-
tained in the near-infrared (NIR) bands J, H and K covering an
area of 0.80 deg2 on the sky. The total exposure time per pixel
for each band was 200s from the co-addition of 4 frames each
taken using a dithered pattern of 5 positions with an exposure
time of 10s in each position. The average seeing on the night
of the observations was 0.64′′.
The data are similar to those used by Sibbons et al. (2012)
to investigate the AGB population of the LG dwarf NGC
6822. Details of the reduction and calibration of the photom-
etry using the 2MASS point source catalogue are as given by
Sibbons et al. (2012). The magnitudes and colours given here
are on the WFCAM instrumental system (see Hodgkin et al.
2009 for transformations) and have been corrected for fore-
ground reddening in the direction of IC 1613 using the ex-
tinction map of Schlegel et al. (1998), which gives E(B-V) =
0.02 − 0.03 mag. Internal obscuration in IC 1613 is also
low, estimated to be between E(B-V) = 0.06 ± 0.02 and
0.09 ± 0.019 (Georgiev et al. 1999; Pietrzyn´ski et al. 2006) in
the dusty star forming regions of the galaxy. No correction
has been made to account for internal reddening in the galaxy
but as the effects of reddening are reduced in the NIR (E(J-
K) = 0.010− 0.015 mag) the impact on our results is expected
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Fig. 1. Log Number vs. linear magnitude in 0.2 mag bins. The red line shows
the magnitude distribution of the TRILEGAL synthesised foreground popula-
tion in the K-band.
to be negligible. All magnitudes and colours are presented in
their dereddened (foreground only) form.
In Fig. 1 we present the magnitude distribution of our
sources in all three bands and a synthetic foreground gener-
ated (in the K-band) using the TRILEGAL code (Girardi et al.
2005). The real and the synthetic data have similar bright-star
distributions, until ∼ 17 − 18 mag in J−, H− and K-bands
where they begin to diverge. The synthetic population (which
is assumed to be complete) becomes flatter at K & 18 mag be-
fore starting to gradually decline at K ∼ 22 mag. The number
of sources we detect however steadily increases fainter than
K ∼ 17 − 18 mag, where AGB stars in IC 1613 are detected,
before showing a distinct discontinuity at J ∼ 19.20 mag,
H ∼ 18.40 mag and K ∼ 18.20 mag reflecting a further
increase in the number of sources at the TRGB. The pres-
ence of giants in IC 1613 is more obvious than it was in the
case of NGC 6822 (Sibbons et al. 2012, their Fig. 3) due to
the much lower foreground contamination in the direction of
IC 1613 (l = 129◦.74, b = −60◦.58) compared to NGC 6822
(l = 25◦.34, b = −18◦.39). These approximate TRGB values
are supported by the published values by Go´rski et al. (2011)
(JTRGB = 19.19±0.08 mag, KTRGB = 18.13±0.08 mag) and by
Jung et al. (2009) (JTRGB = 19.10 mag, HTRGB = 18.40 mag,
KsTRGB = 18.0 mag). Our estimate of the TRGB magnitude is
refined in Sect. 3.2.
The completeness of our data in each band was also in-
ferred from Fig. 1. As noted above, the synthetic distribution
begins to decline at K ∼ 22.0 mag; this decline is attributed
to a change in the MW population - possibly the edge of the
disk. For our JHK data we see a sharp decline at much brighter
magnitudes, which we attribute to the declining completeness
of the data. The data are assumed to be complete until the
peak of the distribution in each band, 19.7, 19.3 and 18.9 mag
in J, H and K respectively. Beyond this, we approximate the
completeness level by normalising to the observed star count
at the peak of each band using this computational convenience.
The completeness level in each band falls to the 50% level at
around 20.6 mag in J, 19.8 mag in H and 19.4 mag in K. The
data are therefore sufficiently complete for our intended study
of the AGB population based on the estimated position of the
TRGB discussed above.
2.2. Source selection
From the raw images, a catalogue of ∼ 27, 700 sources was
derived. Each source was assigned a flag depending on the
quality of the data in each photometric band. Sources were
flagged as: saturated, noise-like, non-stellar, probably-stellar,
stellar, compact non-stellar or poor astrometry match. In our
analysis of a similar data set for NGC 6822 we selected only
those sources flagged as stellar or probably-stellar in all three
bands. However, spectroscopic follow up (Sibbons et al. 2014,
in preparation) has led us to relax this criterion as it results in
the rejection of many genuine stellar sources. If only those
sources meeting the stringent three flag criterion are selected,
the number of sources in our primary photometric sample is
reduced to 4858. If the more relaxed two flag criterion is ap-
plied, in which we require only two bands to have a stellar
or probably-stellar flag, but still require a magnitude measure-
ment in all three photometric bands, a photometric sample of
7008 sources is obtained.
By selecting sources that have been classified as stellar or
probably stellar in at least two bands, we ensure that we obtain
a larger sample, but are still able to exclude potential contam-
ination from background galaxies, which are likely to have a
non-stellar classification. The potential extent of the contami-
nation from these background sources is demonstrated in Fig.
2 where we present two (J − K, K) CMDs. The first of these
shows a sample of sources that have been classified as non-
stellar in both the J- and K-bands, while the second shows
those sources that have been retained using the two band and
three band flag criterion used to select our sample. If our two
flag criterion was relaxed further (e.g. to only one flag) the po-
tential contamination from non-stellar sources, particularly at
redder (J − K) colours, would be significant.
In order to confirm that the additional sources retained us-
ing the two flag criterion are of comparable quality to those
retained using the three flag criteria, we plot the error on the
photometric measurement for each source in each band in Fig.
3. The additional sources selected using the two flag criterion
show a similar error distribution to those selected using the
three flag criteria and therefore do not lower the overall qual-
ity of our photometric sample. The increase in error at fainter
magnitudes is typical of photometric measurements. We will
therefore apply the two flag criterion and retain the larger pho-
tometric sample for our analysis.
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Fig. 2. Left: CMD of those sources with a non-stellar classification in both the J- and K-bands. Right: CMD of those sources that have been selected using
the flag criteria discussed in the text. Sources in black are those that meet the three band flag criteria. Sources in green are those that meet the two band flag
criteria.
Fig. 3. Error vs. magnitude for each photometric band. In black are sources
that have been classified as stellar or probably-stellar in all three photometric
bands. In green are the additional sources that have been classified as stellar
or probably stellar in only two photometric bands.
3. Analysis
3.1. Foreground and K-giant removal
The high galactic latitude of IC 1613 means that it does not
suffer from high levels of foreground contamination along
the line of sight. Nevertheless, any foreground stars in our
photometric sample must be removed before we can isolate
the AGB population of IC 1613. The schematic diagram of
Bessell & Brett (1988, Fig. A3) shows that a (H − K, J − H)
colour-colour diagram can be employed to separate K- and M-
type dwarf sources from C- and M-type giants, as they diverge
in (J −H). To establish the appropriate selection criteria, rela-
tively uncontaminated samples of the galactic and foreground
populations are needed for comparison.
To achieve this, the observed area has been subdivided
into smaller regions (Fig. 4) of ∼ 10′ × 10′. Although the
central grid square will still be contaminated by foreground
sources, the low density in the direction of IC 1613 and the
high proportion of the galaxy contained in this part of the grid
means that the level of contamination is not likely to be sig-
nificant, and the colour distribution of these sources should
primarily reflect that of the IC 1613 giants. In the grid cor-
ners the opposite is expected to be true. Although sources
identified as belonging to IC 1613 have been traced out to a
radius of ∼ 23′ (Battinelli et al. 2007a), the corner grid re-
gions lie well beyond that at 30′ and the colour distribution of
sources in these regions should give a good indication of the
colours of the foreground sources. It was decided to combine
the sources from the four corner squares as a representative
sample of the MW foreground. A two-colour plot comparing
the corner sources with those in central region can be seen in
5
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Fig. 4. The observed area has been subdivided into a grid of 25 squares each
with dimensions of ∼ 10′ × 10′. The high density of sources in the centre is
IC 1613.
the left panel of Fig. 5. Only sources with a photometric er-
ror (σJ,H,K < 0.1 mag) have been plotted in Fig. 5 to better
show the underlying distribution. Although there is some scat-
ter, the distribution of the foreground sources mirrors that of
the dwarf and K-type sources in the Bessell & Brett (1988)
schematic and there is a clear separation between the fore-
ground and IC 1613 at (J − H) ∼ 0.65 mag. A (J − H) colour
histogram, shown in the right hand panel of Fig. 5 is used to
refine the position of this colour boundary and shows that the
number of sources in the corner grid regions declines sharply
at (J−H) < 0.64 mag. This cut is also in good agreement with
the (J−H) colours of the TRILEGAL synthesised foreground,
95% of which have colours bluer than (J − H) = 0.64 mag.
A colour cut of (J −H) = 0.64 mag is therefore used to re-
move the bulk of the foreground sources from our photometric
sample. However, as discussed in our previous and forthcom-
ing work (Sibbons et al. 2012, 2014) such a colour criterion is
imperfect. As can be seen in the right hand panel of Fig. 5,
the colour distribution of the assumed foreground sources ex-
tends to redder (J − H) colours than the cut off being applied
here, and some foreground contaminants will inevitably be re-
tained. It is also true that some genuine IC 1613 sources with
bluer (J − H) colours, in particular many K-type giants, will
be removed by the application of this colour criterion which
we discuss in Sect. 4.2.1.
We can make an estimate of the remaining foreground con-
tamination. Proceeding under the assumption that the sources
in the outer grid regions with colours of (J−H) ≥ 0.64 mag are
all foreground sources and that their redder colours are within
the normal range for the foreground population (TRILEGAL
synthesised foreground colours in (J − H) can be as red as
1.36 mag); although some may be genuine IC 1613 sources,
the number in not likely to be high and we have no way to
Fig. 6. CMD of sources from the central grid region (black crosses) and
from the four corner regions (red triangles) with (J − H) ≥ 0.64. The dashed
horizontal line marks the position of the TRGB at K = 18.28 mag (Sect. 3.2).
The dashed vertical lines mark the positions of the blue limit (left) and the
boundary between the C- and M-type stars (right) (see Sect. 3.3).
distinguish them from the foreground sources at this time. 69
(15%) of the 451 sources that make up our foreground sam-
ple have colours that are redder than our foreground cut, sug-
gesting the central grid contains approximately 17 MW fore-
ground stars after the (J − H) cut has been applied. Fig. 6
shows the CMD of the foreground ‘cleaned’ central region
and those sources from the corner regions that have colours
(J − H) ≥ 0.64 mag, approximately 70% of which are fainter
than the TRGB (Sect. 3.2).
A second colour cut in (J − K) was considered to remove
those foreground sources with colours (J − H) ≥ 0.64 mag.
However, any cut in (J −K) to remove a significant number of
these remaining dwarf sources was found to have a far greater
impact on the number of potential M-type giants and it was
therefore decided not to proceed with such a cut. We estimate
a remaining foreground contamination level of approx. 5 AGB
stars per grid region or ∼ 0.8 stars per kpc2, brighter than the
TRGB, if IC 1613 is inclined at 38◦ (Lake & Skillman 1989).
We expect a residual foreground density of < 1% among the
AGB sources retained in the central region, though this per-
centage will increase with radial distance from the galactic
centre as the stellar density declines.
We have concentrated here on the removal of foreground
dwarfs from our photometric sample as foreground giant
sources are expected to be so bright that they will have been
removed as saturated sources (K < 13.55 mag) by our flag
criteria. This is consistent with the right hand panel of Fig. 2,
where among the sources included in our photometric sam-
ple as a result of using the two-band flag criteria we see a
trail of very bright (K < 13.5 mag) sources blueward of
(J − K) = 0.80 mag. An examination of the flag classifi-
cations of these sources shows that with one exception they
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Fig. 5. Left: Colour-colour diagram of sources from the centre of the observed area which is dominated by IC 1613 sources (black crosses) and sources from
the four corner regions of the grid (red crosses) where MW sources are expected to dominate. Only sources with σJ,H,K < 0.1 mag have been shown. The
dashed horizontal line at (J − H) = 0.64 mag is the primary foreground removal cutoff applied to our sample. The dashed diagonal lines at (J − K) = 0.75
and 1.15 mag are the colour criteria used for the selection of C- and M-type AGB candidates (Sect. 3.3). The solid green line shows the trend identified by
Whitelock et al. (2006) for Galactic and LMC C-type Mira. Right: A (J − H) colour histogram of the same sources, with bin size 0.02 mag. The solid line
histogram represents those sources from the central region, the dashed line represents the corner region sources over an area four times larger than the central
region. The solid red line is at (J − H) = 0.64 mag.
have all been classified as saturated in their ‘non-stellar’ band.
However, any impact on our final giant sample will be negligi-
ble as > 91% of these potential foreground giant sources have
been removed with the application of the blue colour limit at
(J − K) = 0.75 mag (see Sect. 3.3.2).
While our use of the NIR colour-colour diagram has fo-
cused on the removal of contaminants from our sample, the
same diagram has been used by others to classify AGB and
RGB sources as either C- or M-type. Based on the schematic
of Bessell & Brett (1988) the large clump of IC 1613 sources
located at (H − K) ∼ 0.15 mag are likely to be M-type AGB
and RGB stars, while the extended tail of sources at redder
(H − K) and (J − H) colours follows the same trend identified
Whitelock et al. (2006) for Galactic and LMC C-type Miras
(Fig. 5). During their work on the dwarf spheroidal galax-
ies Leo II and Leo I, Gullieuszik et al. (2008) and Held et al.
(2010) used this colour-colour diagram to classify the AGB
stars in their respective samples as C- or M-type. However,
the larger photometric errors in our data compared to those of
Gullieuszik et al. (2008) and Held et al. (2010), as well the in-
distinct colour boundary between the two populations in our
sample, mean that we are unable to employ the same tech-
nique. Instead we have relied on a (J − K, K) CMD to distin-
guish between the two spectral types as we discuss in Sect.
3.3.
3.2. Tip of the RGB
The AGB population is isolated using a magnitude cut at the
tip of the red giant branch. The TRGB is one of the most
prominent features in the magnitude distribution of old- and
intermediate-age populations. The onset of He burning in stars
ascending the RGB results in a striking discontinuity in the
magnitude distribution at the TRGB, as the number of sources
at brighter magnitudes (on the AGB) falls off sharply in com-
parison with the number of sources at fainter magnitude (on
the RGB) due to the difference in the evolutionary timescales
of the two phases.
The position of the TRGB has been located by apply-
ing the Sobel edge detection algorithm (Lee et al. 1993) to a
smoothed magnitude distribution using the modified method
of Sakai et al. (1996). The Sobel algorithm is a first derivative
operator that computes the rate of change (gradient) across an
edge, producing a peak where there is a significant change of
slope. Due to the sharp discontinuity in the magnitude distri-
bution around the TRGB, the largest peak produced by the
filter is expected to be located at the TRGB. A Gaussian is
then fitted to this peak to establish the magnitude and asso-
ciated error of the TRGB. However, in order to accurately
apply the Sobel filter, it is necessary that the population be-
ing examined is sufficiently large that there are at least 100
sources in the range extending one magnitude fainter than the
TRGB (Madore & Freedman 1995; Bellazzini et al. 2002). To
ensure that this requirement is met, the Sobel filter is initially
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Fig. 7. The smoothed K-band magnitude distribution (dashed line) of the
sources in the ∼ 10′ × 10′ central grid region. The Sobel filter (solid black
line) has been applied and a Gaussian curve (solid red line) has been fitted to
the strongest peak to determine the position of the TRGB magnitude and the
associated error. The distribution is a generalised histogram and the vertical
scale is arbitrary.
applied to the central grid region in Fig. 4 as it has the high-
est density of sources. After the colour criterion discussed in
Sect. 3.1 have been applied, there are over 1000 sources with
K > 18.0 mag. This should be sufficient to ensure that the
Sobel filter can be reliably applied.
Using the method described we locate the TRGB at K =
18.37±0.15 mag. However, Cioni et al. (2000) found the Sobel
filter to be systematically biased towards fainter magnitudes,
due to the effects of smoothing the data. Magnitude correc-
tions were supplied by the same authors and have been ap-
plied here, giving a revised TRGB magnitude of K = 18.28 ±
0.15 mag. This is in reasonable agreement, within errors, with
previous measurements of the TRGB (e.g. Go´rski et al. 2011).
The derived TRGB value is also consistent with the position
of the discontinuity seen in the K-band magnitude distribution
presented in Fig. 1.
We discuss the variation of the TRGB magnitude across
the face of IC 1613 in Sect. 4, but for the purposes of isolating
AGB sources in our photometric sample we use a magnitude
cut at K = 18.28 mag.
3.3. Colour selection
3.3.1. C- and M-type AGB stars
After isolating the AGB sources, it is necessary to classify
them as either C- or M-type before an estimate of the C/M ra-
tio can be made. C- and M-type stars can be identified by their
position in the (J −K, K) CMD. M-type stars follow a vertical
sequence above the TRGB extending to brighter magnitudes
over a relatively narrow range of (J −K) colours. On the other
hand, C-type stars display a wider range of colours which at
(J−K) ∼ 1 mag overlap with, and at (J−K) ≥ 1.2 mag extend
redder than, the M-type stars. In both Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, C-
type stars result in an extended diagonal sequence (depending
on the scale of the axis). In Fig. 6 the separation between the
two sequences becomes more apparent at brighter magnitudes,
however at magnitudes < 1 mag brighter than the TRGB there
is significant overlap between the two spectral types, as can be
seen in Fig. 6.
From the CMD in Fig. 6, the colour separation between
the C- and M-type stars can be estimated to lie between
(J − K) = 1.10 − 1.20 mag. This estimate is refined using a
(J − K) colour histogram of the AGB sources in the central
grid region (Fig. 8). Due to the concentration of the M-type
sources over a narrow range of colours in comparison with the
wider colour distribution of the C-type population, the sepa-
ration between the two spectral types is marked by a discon-
tinuity in the (J − K) histogram. The strong peak in Fig. 8
identifies the M-type population followed by a sudden decline
in the number of sources and a tail extending to redder (J−K)
colours due to the C-type population. The colour separation
was found to lie at (J − K) = 1.15 ± 0.05 mag. For the pur-
poses of comparison with other studies, this translates into a
colour separation of (J−Ks)2MAS S ∼ 1.22 mag on the 2MASS
system using the transformations of Carpenter (2001).
This value has been used for the purposes of classifying
candidate C- and M-type AGB stars in our photometric sam-
ple. However, as was noted by Battinelli & Demers (2009) and
Sibbons et al. (2014), there is no strict colour boundary be-
tween these two spectral types in (J − K) and the misclassi-
fication of AGB sources in both directions is probable. Their
broad range of colours means that C-type stars in particular
are likely to be seen on either side of this colour boundary and
the cut at (J − K) = 1.15 mag may well represent the red limit
for the majority of the M-type population rather better than
the blue limit for the C-type population (Kacharov et al. 2012;
Sibbons et al. 2014). Although in rare cases very M-type stars
with (J − K) colours much redder than this have been found
(Woods et al. 2011), such a colour cut is appropriate for an
initial estimate of the global C/M ratio, as is the aim of this
work. Spectroscopic data would be required in order to refine
the classification of individual stars.
In their study of IC 1613, Battinelli & Demers (2009) con-
clude that a cut at (J−Ks) = 1.40 mag would provide a reliable
sample of C-type stars. From Fig. 8 we agree that a cut around
(J−K) ∼ 1.30 mag would provide the purest sample of C-type
stars, but it would also exclude a large number of bluer C-type
stars and so would not be appropriate for our purposes.
3.3.2. Blue limit to M-type giants
After the application of the (J − H) foreground cut, those
sources brighter than the TRGB span a (J − K) colour range
of 0.47 − 4.18 mag (Fig. 8). It is unlikely that the M-type
AGB sources would extend to such blue colours and it was
therefore decided to apply a ‘blue limit’ to exclude contamina-
tion from K-type giants (Bessell & Brett 1988; Battinelli et al.
2007b). From Fig. 8 this limit is placed empirically at (J−K) =
0.75 mag where we see a significant increase in the number
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Fig. 8. (J − K) colour histogram of those sources with (J − H) ≥ 0.64 mag
and brighter than the TRGB magnitude in the central grid region (Fig. 4). The
vertical dashed lines mark the position of the colour separation imposed here
to distinguish between C- and M-type sources at (J − K) = 1.15 ± 0.05 mag
and the blue limit at (J − K) = 0.75 mag (see Sect. 3.3.2).
of sources contributing to the peak of what we believe to be
M-type AGB stars. Based on our JHK photometric survey of
NGC 6822 (Sibbons et al. 2012) and the (J − K) colour dis-
tribution of spectroscopically confirmed M-type giants in that
galaxy (Kacharov et al. 2012), this increase is expected to co-
incide with the blue limit of the M-type giant (J − K) colour
distribution.
The final criteria used for the selection of AGB candidates
in IC 1613 were (J − H) ≥ 0.64 mag and K < 18.28 mag. M-
type sources were then selected between 0.75 ≤ (J − K) <
1.15 mag and C-type sources were selected at (J − K) ≥
1.15 mag. A red (J −K) limit was not applied for the selection
of the C-type candidates as these sources have been shown to
extend to least (J − K) ∼ 2.4 mag (Battinelli & Demers 2009)
in IC 1613, and the relatively few sources in our C-type sam-
ple with colours redder than this may still be genuine AGB
stars that are heavily enshrouded by dust (Zijlstra et al. 2006).
4. Results
4.1. AGB catalogues
We present two catalogues: the first, Catalogue 1 (see Table 1)
contains the 843 sources that we have classified as C- or M-
type AGB stars within 4.5 kpc of the galactic centre. These
sources have been classified using the selection criteria de-
rived in Sect. 3 and are the basis for the C/M ratio and [Fe/H]
abundance derived below. In column 1 we present an identifi-
cation number for the source followed by its position in Right
Ascension (RA) and Declination (Dec) for the equinox J2000
in cols. 2 and 3. Cols. 4, 5 and 6 contain the J-band magni-
tude, the associated error and the quality flag classification in
that band, the same information is presented in cols. 7, 8, 9
and 10, 11, 12 for the H- and K-bands respectively. Finally in
Col. 13 we list the source classification, either C- or M-type.
However, based on our findings in Sect. 3.1 and Sect. 4.2.2
its should be noted that this catalogue is also likely to con-
tain some foreground sources that have been misclassified as
giants.
In Catalogue 2, we present all those sources that met with
our flag selection criteria for the full observed area; no other
selection criteria have been applied to this catalogue. The first
five lines of this catalogue are presented in Table 2. With the
exception of spectral type, the data in each column is the same
as for Table 1. The quality flag classifications in columns 6, 9
and 12 of both tables are as follows; -9: saturated, -8: poor as-
trometric match, -3: compact non-stellar, -2: probably-stellar,
-1: stellar, 0: noise-like and 1: non-stellar.
4.2. Spatial distributions
4.2.1. The removed foreground and K-type giants
In the left panel of Fig.9 we present a surface density plot of
those sources that have been removed using the (J−H) colour
criterion. The overdensity in the centre indicates that many
genuine IC 1613 sources have been removed by the colour
cut. This was expected, as given the overlap in colour between
K-type giant and foreground sources (Nikolaev & Weinberg
2000), foreground removal by colour selection will always be
imperfect. The question we must address is what impact this
will have on the estimated numbers of C- and M-type giants
in IC 1613.
In the right panel of Fig.9 we show a CMD of the sources
removed from our data set as foreground. Nearly half of the
sources removed lie below the TRGB and so would not con-
tribute to the estimated number of AGB stars, genuine IC 1613
sources in this region of the CMD are probably RGB stars. The
majority of the removed sources above the TRGB form a ver-
tical sequence around the blue limit at (J−K) = 0.75 mag and
are probably K-type giants rather than M-type which tend to
have redder colours (see Fig. 6). Based on this CMD, the im-
pact of our foreground cut on the number of C-type sources
will be negligible, and while the overlap in colours means
that it is inevitable that some M-type giants will be removed
with the foreground, the majority of the genuine IC 1613 gi-
ant sources removed are thought to be K-type and RGB stars
rather than M-type giants. The removal these sources is of no
consequence to our work; therefore, although the C/M ratio
we derive will be affected by the removal of some genuine M-
type giant sources, as well as the inclusion of a small number
of IC 1613 K-type giants and foreground contaminants, we do
not expect the impact to be severe. However, we do consider
the effects of alternative cuts in (J − K) and (J − H) in Sect.
5.3 and Sect. 5.4.
4.2.2. Stellar density profiles
In the top panel of Fig.10 we show the spatial distribution of
the AGB candidates we have identified. There is a clear over-
density in the centre, with the number of sources declining
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ID RA Dec J J−error J−flag H H−error H−flag K K−error K−flag Sp. Type
(deg) (deg) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag)
1575 16.151642 1.865478 16.39 0.0070 -1.0 15.74 0.01 1.0 15.61 0.01 -1.0 M
1971 16.256805 1.8747 19.86 0.128 -1.0 19.02 0.11 -1.0 18.21 0.09 -1.0 C
2089 16.250389 1.880472 19.26 0.075 -1.0 18.56 0.08 -1.0 17.74 0.06 -1.0 C
2176 16.205189 1.888278 19.88 0.124 -1.0 18.88 0.10 -1.0 18.14 0.08 -1.0 C
2260 16.162148 1.893214 18.31 0.032 -1.0 17.63 0.03 -1.0 17.47 0.05 1.0 M
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Table 1. The first five lines of Catalogue 1, see Sect. 4.1 for more information on the table contents.
ID RA Dec J J−error J−flag H H−error H−flag K K−error K−flag
(deg) (deg) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag)
12 15.864609 1.687656 18.53 0.04 1.0 18.19 0.05 -1.0 17.90 0.07 -1.0
34 16.268135 1.6881 0.0 0.0 0.0 18.50 0.07 -1.0 18.21 0.09 -1.0
95 15.965066 1.689939 18.30 0.03 1.0 17.85 0.04 -1.0 17.54 0.05 -1.0
108 16.052319 1.69022 18.02 0.03 1.0 17.64 0.03 -1.0 17.25 0.04 -1.0
132 16.110607 1.690867 19.55 0.09 -1.0 19.13 0.12 -1.0 18.56 0.12 1.0
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Table 2. The first five lines of Catalogue 2, see Sect. 4.1 for information on the table contents.
Fig. 9. Left: Density distribution of the foreground and IC 1613 K-type giant sources removed from the JHK data set as described in Sect. 3.1. Using 1600
bins across the full observed area contours are at 2, 5, 10, 25 and 40 per arcmin2 . Right: CMD of all the sources removed as foreground and the K-type giants.
The dashed horizontal and vertical lines are the AGB selection criteria discussed in Sect. 3.
with distance from the galactic centre. Sources in the outer
part of the galaxy may be genuine AGB sources or they may
be residual foreground contamination within our sample, esti-
mated in Sect. 3.1 as ∼ 0.8 stars per kpc2. In order to examine
the distribution of our candidate sources in more detail and to
make a second estimate of the level of remaining foreground
contamination in our sample, we plot the density of candidate
sources per kpc2 as a function of distance from the galactic
centre.
As IC 1613 is inclined to the line of sight, we first de-
projecting our sources on to a flat plane using a position an-
gle (PA) of 58◦ and an inclination of i = 38◦, as calculated
by Lake & Skillman (1989) based on the H I distribution of
the galaxy. The distance in kpc from the galactic centre in the
plane of the galactic disk is then calculated for every source.
The number of RGB and AGB sources is then calculated in
12 annuli at intervals of 0.5 kpc between 0 − 6 kpc from the
centre of the galaxy. The results are presented in the bottom
panel of Fig. 10. We limit our outer-most annulus to 6 kpc
(∼ 27′), as based on estimates of the tidal radius of IC 1613 by
Hodge et al. (1991) and Battinelli et al. (2007a) no significant
number of stellar sources are expected beyond this.
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In Fig. 10 we see a steep decline in the number of AGB
sources out to ∼ 4 − 4.5 kpc before the profile levels off be-
tween ∼ 4 − 6 kpc. The RGB density profile shows similar
behaviour. A distance of 4 − 4.5 kpc from the galactic centre
translates into an angular distance of 18 − 20′ at a distance
of 758 kpc. These measurements are consistent with previ-
ous estimates by Bernard et al. (2007) who report the detec-
tion of RGB stars out to r > 16.5′ and Battinelli et al. (2007a)
who found that the density profile of giant stars, mainly on the
RGB, declined to zero at r ∼ 23′. Battinelli et al. (2007a) also
confirmed the findings of Tikhonov & Galazutdinova (2002)
that no giants belonging to IC 1613 are seen in the HST
archive images at 27′ and 33′, ∼ 6 and ∼ 7 kpc respec-
tively. This suggests that the AGB profile in Fig. 10 is declin-
ing as it approaches the edge of the galaxy and that beyond
∼ 4 − 4.5 kpc the candidate AGB sources we detect have a
high probability of being foreground interlopers. The level of
AGB contamination inferred from Fig. 10 is consistent with
that inferred from the grid corners in Sect. 3.2.
In Fig. 11 we present four CMDs of the sources between
0 − 1 kpc, 1 − 2 kpc, 2 − 3 kpc and 3 − 4.5 kpc. Beyond 3 kpc
the vertical sequence defined by the M-type stars is no longer
visible and the C-type branch is much weaker. This supports
our earlier conclusions about the decreasing stellar density ap-
proaching 4.5 kpc. We therefore limit our selection of AGB
stars in IC 1613 to within 4.5 kpc of the galactic centre. The
number of candidate AGB C- and M-type stars per kpc2 be-
yond this limit has then been used to make an estimate of the
number of remaining foreground contaminants in our sample
before making a final estimate of the C/M ratio in Sect. 4.4.
4.3. The TRGB
The TRGB has been shown to be sensitive to both age and
metallicity, becoming brighter in older sources within a popu-
lation of a single metallicity but moving to fainter magnitudes
with decreasing metallicity in a population of a single age. In
a galaxy such as IC 1613 which has undergone continuous
star formation the opposing effects of these population char-
acteristics can make it difficult to interpret any change in the
measured TRGB magnitude (Salaris & Girardi 2005), how-
ever in conjunction with the derived [Fe/H] abundance below,
any variation in the TRGB may help us to better understand
the age and metallicity distribution of the giant population in
IC 1613.
In Sect. 3 the TRGB was found to be K = 18.28 ±
0.15 mag. The area within the 4.5 kpc limit was subdivided
into 4 annuli between 0 − 1 kpc, 1 − 2 kpc, 2 − 3 kpc and
3 − 4.5 kpc to establish if there is any variation in the TRGB
with increasing distance from the galactic centre. The final an-
nuli is has a larger radius to ensure that the criteria for the re-
liable application of the Sobel filter were met (Sect. 3.2). The
results of these measurements are shown in the bottom panel
of Fig. 12 which gives ∆TRGB = KTRGB − 18.28. As can been
seen, there is very little variation in the measured TRGB with
distance from the galactic centre. Overall there is a spread of
∆K = 0.11 mag, however if the last data point, which had only
136 sources in the magnitude range K > 18.0 mag, is excluded
this spread is reduced to ∆K = 0.03 mag. An error weighted
Fig. 10. Top: Spatial distribution of the candidate AGB stars in the observed
area. Bottom: Log plot of the number of AGB (red triangles) and RGB (black
dots) classified sources per kpc2 as a function of distance from the galac-
tic centre. The dashed line at −0.086 indicates the residual background level
brighter than the TRGB, estimated from the four corners of the grid (see Sect.
3.2)
fit to all of the data points shows a shallow negative slope
(∆TRGB = −0.01(±0.02) × d + 0.01(±0.04)), where d is the
galactocentric distance in kpc. This suggests that the TRGB
magnitude increases with distance from the galactic centre but
at the level of only 0.5σ, i.e. such that we can not conclude
that the TRGB is varying with distance.
In addition to the 4 annuli described above, the area within
4.5 kpc was separately divided into 12 segments, 6 between
0 − 2 kpc and 6 between 2 − 4.5 kpc each with a separation
of 60◦ (see Fig. 13), in order to study the TRGB as a function
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Fig. 11. CMDs of those sources with (J −H) ≥ 0.64 mag within each of the
annuli between 0 − 1 kpc, 1 − 2 kpc, 2 − 3 kpc and 3 − 4.5 kpc. Foreground
stars with (J −H) ≥ 0.64 mag will also be present. The dashed horizontal and
vertical lines mark the position of the TRGB and our (J − K) classification
criteria respectively.
of azimuthal angle. The measured TRGB magnitudes in the
6 inner segments are presented in the top panel of Fig. 12.
The outer segments unfortunately did not have enough sources
with magnitude K > 18.0 mag for the reliable application of
the Sobel filter. Overall there was a spread of ∆K = 0.17 mag
in the measured TRGB in the 6 segments but as can be seen in
Fig. 12 there is no overall trend in the TRGB and the average
value of K = 18.25 ± 0.07 mag is in excellent agreement with
the TRGB magnitude we use for the selection of AGB sources.
4.4. The C/M ratio
Within 4.5 kpc of the galactic centre of IC 1613 (in the de-
projected plane), from 291 C-type and 552 M-type AGB stars
we infer C/M = 0.53 ± 0.04. This value is calculated with-
out any adjustment for the remaining foreground contami-
nation, which from the number of C- and M-type classified
stars we find beyond 4.5 kpc we calculate to be ∼ 0.28 C-
type and ∼ 0.41 M-type sources per kpc2. However, the low
level of foreground contamination in the direction IC 1613
means that if a statistical adjustment is made to account for
the remaining contaminants, it has very little impact on the
derived C/M ratio which becomes 0.52± 0.04. Using the C/M
vs. [Fe/H] relation of Cioni (2009) ([Fe/H] = −1.39 ± 0.06 −
(0.47 ± 0.10)log(C/M)) we derive a global [Fe/H] abundance
of −1.26 ± 0.07 dex.
The same 4 annuli between 0 − 4.5 kpc and the same
12 segments shown in Fig. 13 that were used in Sect. 4.3,
have also been used to study the C/M ratio and the [Fe/H]
abundance as a function of radial distance and azimuthal an-
gle. Our results are presented in Fig. 14. In the bottom left
Fig. 12. Variation of TRGB magnitude as a function of azimuthal angle (top)
and as a function of distance from the galactic centre (bottom). In the top
panel, the TRGB has been measured only in the 6 of the inner annuli seen in
Fig. 13. In the bottom panel the solid black line shows a weighted linear fit all
all the data points, the dashed red line shows a weighted fit to only the first 3
data points.
panel of Fig. 14 we see a spread of 0.18 in the C/M ra-
tio out to a radius of 4.5 kpc. A weighted fit to the data
(∆(C/M) = 0.04(±0.04) × d + 0.45(±0.05)) shows a shallow
trend towards a greater value of C/M (i.e. lower metallicity)
with increasing distance from the galactic centre but of only
1σ significance. The spread in C/M translates into [Fe/H] be-
tween −1.23 and −1.30 dex. However, a weighted fit to all of
the data points (∆[Fe/H] = −0.02(±0.02) × d − 1.23(±0.03))
does not suggest a strong trend to lower metallicities with in-
creasing galactocentric distance.
The variation in the calculated C/M ratio and the [Fe/H]
abundance as a function of azimuthal angle for each segment
in Fig. 13 are shown in the top panels of Fig. 14. The angle is
measured anti-clockwise from the PA (58◦) of the galaxy. The
measurements for the inner segments between 0 − 2 kpc are
shown by the red squares and those for the outer segments be-
tween 2 − 4.5 kpc are shown by the black triangles. A spread
of ∆(C/M) = 0.20 is seen in the measurements from the in-
ner segments while a much larger spread of ∆(C/M) = 1.27 is
seen in the measurements from the outer segments, however
the statistical errors on the outer segments are large. We there-
fore restrict our analysis to the more reliable inner segment
measurements. The measured C/M seems to show a slight si-
nusoidal variation with angle around the galaxy. The varia-
tion in C/M in the inner segments translates into a spread of
∆[Fe/H] = 0.09 dex, and as shown in the top right panel of
Fig. 14, the derived [Fe/H] values reflect the sinusoidal varia-
tion of the C/M ratio although any fit to the data would have
a very small amplitude and would not represent a significant
variation in metallicity as a function of angle.
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Fig. 14. Left: In the top panel the C/M ratio is plotted as a function of azimuthal angle for each of the segments shown in Fig. 13. The inner segments, 0−2 kpc
(red squares), and the outer segments 2 − 4.5 kpc (black triangles) are shown separately. The bottom panel shows the C/M ratio as a function of distance from
the galactic centre. The solid black line is a weighted linear fit to all four points, the red dashed line is also weighted but is only fitted to the first three points.
Right: The same information is presented in the top and bottom of the right hand panel for the [Fe/H] abundance, derived from the C/M ratio using the relation
of Cioni (2009).
5. Discussion
5.1. The C/M ratio: age-metallicity dependence
The analysis in Sect. 3 has been conducted with the aim of iso-
lating and classifying the AGB population of IC 1613 in order
to derive the global metallicity of the galaxy using the C/M
ratio, as we have done in Sect. 4. This reflects a traditional in-
terpretation of the relationship between the C/M ratio and the
metallicity of the interstellar medium, that while sufficient for
our purpose of providing an overview of the galactic metallic-
ity distribution, is ultimately too simplistic. In Sibbons et al.
(2012, Sect. 4.1.1) we provided a detailed discussion of the
importance of population age when interpreting the C/M ratio
and some important results in the literature at the time of publi-
cation. We briefly summarise that discussion here and provide
an overview of other recent results that aim to further constrain
our understanding of the TP-AGB phase.
As we outlined in Sect. 1 the creation of intrinsic C-type
stars during the TP-AGB phase results from the dredging-up
of material, primarily (12C), from the inter-shell region to the
surface. This process, known as the third dredge-up (TDU),
subsequent changes in the molecular opacity of the stellar at-
mosphere and the resulting change in the rate of mass loss, as
well as other processes such as hot bottom burning (HBB) are
believed to severely limit the mass, and therefore age, range
over which C-type AGB stars can form (Mouhcine & Lanc¸on
2003; Girardi et al. 2010; Held et al. 2010). Several observa-
tional and theoretical studies have attempted to place con-
straints on this mass (age) range for different populations.
Using detailed stellar models with a range of metallicities
(Z = 0.004, 0.008, 0.02) Karakas (2003) concluded that only
AGB stars more massive than 1 − 1.5 M⊙ will undergo TDU
and hence could become C-type stars. Girardi et al. (2010) ob-
tained similar results for even more metal poor stars (Z =
0.001) using their own models and calibrating the TP-AGB
tracks against HST observations of AGB stars in nearby galax-
ies. Kalirai et al. (2014) also used theoretical models cali-
brated on observational data to examine the evolution of TP-
AGB stars at solar metallicity and concluded that the TDU
will only occur in stars with an initial mass of ≥ 2 M⊙.
Importantly, they also concluded that at this metallicity the
fraction of the TP-AGB lifetime spent as a C-type star is at
a maximum for stars with an initial mass of 2.6 M⊙ but still
only accounts of ∼ 23% of the time spent in that phase of evo-
lution. Ventura et al. (2012) were able to put an upper limit
on the mass range over which C-type stars would form; fol-
lowing the evolution of stars with initial mass 1 − 8 M⊙ and
metallicity Z = 0.008 through the TP-AGB phase, they con-
cluded that only stars with an initial mass of ≤ 3.5 M⊙ would
become C-rich. This result is consistent with the earlier find-
ings of Ventura & Marigo (2010), who reached the same con-
clusion for stars with a metallicity of Z = 0.001. However,
Fishlock et al. (2014) found that depending on the treatment
of molecular opacity with successive dredge-up events stars
with an initial mass of 5− 6 M⊙ and metallicity Z = 0.001 can
achieve an atmospheric C/O ratio of greater than unity. While
even stars with significantly higher metallicity (Z = 0.02)
and initial mass 5 M⊙ can attain a surface C/O ratio that ap-
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Fig. 13. The observed area has been aligned with the PA (58◦) of the galactic
H I and de-projected using an inclination of 38◦. The black crosses show the
positions of those sources with (J−H) ≥ 0.64 mag. Two circles at radius 2 kpc
(9′) and 4.5 kpc (20′) have been imposed and the area divided into 6 segments
in each annuli order to examine the TRGB, C/M ratio and [Fe/H] abundance
within IC 1613 as a function of angle. The thick red line marks the orientation
of the approximate position of the PA in the de-projected image.
proaches, although never achieves, unity. Boyer et al. (2013)
were able to put a metallicity ceiling on the formation of C-
type stars. During a trial of a new tool for the detection of C-
and M-type, Boyer et al. (2013) found only one C-type star in
a small field near the centre of M31, a result which they at-
tributed to the relatively high metallicity ([M/H] ∼ 0.1 dex) of
that region.
The dependence of the C/M ratio on the age, as well as
the metallicity, of the population and the anti-correlation be-
tween these two characteristics can significantly complicate
the interpretation of the measured C/M ratio. For example,
following conventional wisdom a ‘young’ AGB population
(e.g. ≤ 4 Gyr) is expected more metal rich than an older
AGB population (e.g. ≥ 6 Gyr) in the same galaxy (assum-
ing efficient interstellar mixing), and this would be reflected
in a lower C/M ratio for that population. However, given the
limited mass range over which C-type stars are expected to
evolve, a higher C/M ratio may in fact be observed in the
younger population than in the older population which, al-
though more metal poor, no longer contains any stars of suf-
ficient mass to become C-type stars. The application of the
single variable C/M vs. [Fe/H] relations currently available
in the literature would, in this instance, lead to the erroneous
conclusion that the younger population was more metal poor
(e.g. Feast et al. 2010). Useful plots have been presented by
Gullieuszik et al. (2008) and Held et al. (2010) clearly demon-
strating how the number of C-type stars in a population can
change with time, and Cioni et al. (2006) present an instruc-
tive plot showing the dependence of the C/M ratio on the age
of the underlying population.
The mechanisms we listed above and their dependence on
mass and metallicity produce the same dependencies in the
C/M ratio. Unfortunately, they are also among the most poorly
understood mechanisms of the AGB phase. At present there
is no calibration of the C/M vs. [Fe/H] relation, that we are
aware of, that takes the age dependence of the C/M ratio into
account. We do not have sufficient data to explore the age and
mass distribution of our candidate sources. We have therefore
relied on the classical interpretation of the C/M ratio in this
work and have brought the age dependence of the C/M ratio
to the readers notice to aid in any future reinterpretation of our
results. However, we note that the C/M values we obtain with
increasing galactic radius are very consistent, showing only a
1σ variation. If a significant age or metallicity gradient were
were present with increasing galactic radius we would expect
to see a more significant change in the C/M ratio. Otherwise
a fine balance between the age and metallicity components of
the population would be required to cancel the effect on the
C/M ratio.
5.2. Albert et al. (2000)
Several authors have made use of optical photometry to
study the intermediate age stars in IC 1613 (e.g Freedman
1988; Cole et al. 1999; Tikhonov & Galazutdinova 2002;
Battinelli et al. 2007a). One such study by Albert et al. (2000)
made use of a multi-filter technique known as the CN − TiO
method (Palmer & Wing 1982; Cook et al. 1986) to detect and
classify AGB stars in particular. The CN − TiO method relies
on two broad-band optical filters and two narrow-band (CN
and TiO) filters to classify individual sources and has been
shown to be highly successful in the classification of C-type
stars in particular (Brewer et al. 1996; Sibbons et al. 2014).
Using this method Albert et al. (2000) identified 195 candi-
date C-type AGB sources in IC 1613, within the 4.5 kpc limit
we have imposed and estimated the global C/M ratio in the
galaxy to be 0.64.
However, although optical studies have successfully de-
tected AGB stars it has been noted by Brewer et al. (1995)
and Groenewegen et al. (2009) that as the environment around
an AGB star becomes increasing polluted by dust, the shift
in its spectral energy distribution means it can go undetected
at optical wavelengths. This can be a problem for C-type
stars in particular leading to higher levels of incompleteness
for these stars. The problem of detecting AGB stars at op-
tical wavelengths in IC 1613 was clearly demonstrated by
Jackson et al. (2007b), in one of a series of papers that used
images taken by the Spitzer Infrared Camera Array (IRAC)
to conduct a census of AGB stars in LG dIrr galaxies. When
comparing their IR data to the optical data of Albert et al.
(2000), Jackson et al. (2007b) found that Albert et al. (2000)
had detected only 50% of the AGB population. Furthermore,
Jackson et al. (2007b) estimated that as Albert et al. (2000) ap-
plied a blue limit in (R − I) when selecting AGB candidates
they actually used only 18% of the AGB population when cal-
culating the global C/M ratio. The poor AGB detection rate
reported for Albert et al. (2000) was repeated when compar-
ing the IRAC data to other optical data sets in IC 1613 and in
other dwarf galaxies (Jackson et al. 2007a; Boyer et al. 2009).
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As a result of the difficult of detecting redder AGB stars at
optical wavelengths recent studies (e.g Borissova et al. 2000;
Jung et al. 2009) have made use of NIR photometry to de-
tect AGB stars; as these stars emit most of their light at these
wavelengths (Frogel et al. 1990) they brightest are among the
brightest objects in the NIR.
The NIR data we present here are among the deep-
est available for IC 1613 and, based on the results of
Battinelli et al. (2007a), the field of view covers the whole
galaxy. However, as we have demonstrated in Sect. 3 &
4, the selection and classification of AGB sources at NIR
wavelengths is not simple and is prone to error at colour
and magnitude boundaries. It was decided to cross-match
our AGB candidate sources with those of Albert et al. (2000)
in order to study the JHK colours and magnitudes of an in-
complete but highly reliable C-type star sample and to esti-
mate the potential level of error in our derived C/M ratio.
In order to be considered a reliable match, the sources in
our catalogue and those in the catalogue of Albert et al. (2000)
must lie within 0.8” of each other. We found 145 sources in
common with the catalogue of Albert et al. (2000). We have
classified 105 (72%) of them as C-type stars. Of the remain-
ing 40 stars, we have classified 25 as M-type AGB stars,
2 as RGB stars, 5 were removed from our sample as fore-
ground stars and 8 were rejected which we have in common
with Albert et al.. We plot the sources common to both sam-
ples in Fig. 15, the strong diagonal branch of the C-type gi-
ant population is clearly visible, extending blueward of the
(J − K) = 1.15 mag colour separation we have used for the
JHK classification the C- and M-type stars. This is expected,
as we foreshadowed in Sect. 3.3.1; the wide colour distribution
of C-type AGB stars means that while it is possible to impose
a red limit for the classification of M-type AGB stars, it is far
more difficult to impose a blue limit on the C-type popula-
tion. Kacharov et al. (2012), Battinelli & Demers (2009) and
Sibbons et al. (2014) have all shown that there is an overlap in
(J − K) between the C- and the M-type stars and that no one
criterion or set of colour criteria can completely separate the
two populations. However, the (J − K) colour distribution in
the top right panel of Fig. 15 shows, if we assume the clas-
sifications of Albert et al. (2000) are correct, the majority of
the C-type sources lie redward of (J − K) = 1.15. During their
spectroscopic work on AGB stars in NGC 6822 selected using
the CN − TiO method, Sibbons et al. (2014) found that JHK
misclassifications in the CN − TiO sample were most likely
to occur at bluer colours, where the CN − TiO method does
not distinguish hotter C-type stars well (Groenewegen 2006;
Demers et al. 2006; Letarte et al. 2002). In order to confirm
any classification made using JHK or CN − TiO photometry,
spectral data are required.
In the bottom right panel of Fig. 15 we show the (J − H)
colour distribution of the sources we have in common with
Albert et al. the dashed line marks the position of the (J − H)
cut used in this work to distinguish between foreground and
genuine IC 1613 sources. The majority of the sources classi-
fied as C-type by Albert et al. have (J − H) > 0.64 mag; with
only 7 sources having colours bluer than this limit, the (J−H)
distribution of these sources strongly supports our choice of
foreground colour criteria.
If it is assumed that the classifications of Albert et al.
(2000) are correct in all cases, then it suggests that we may
have misclassified up to 19% of the genuine C-type stars in
IC 1613 as M-type. This would increase the C/M ratio within
the central 4.5 kpc to 0.71±0.05 and reduce the derived metal-
licity to [Fe/H] = −1.32 ± 0.07 dex. However, the work of
Sibbons et al. (2014) has shown that a similar catalogue of
CN − TiO classified C-type stars in the dwarf galaxy NGC
6822 (Letarte et al. 2002) has overestimated the number of C-
type stars by ∼ 7%. If we assumed the same level of error
in the classifications of Albert et al. (2000) then the potential
number of C-type stars misclassified as M-type in our own
AGB sample is reduced to 10%. In this case the C/M ratio in
the central 4.5 kpc becomes 0.61 ± 0.04 and the metallicity
[Fe/H] = −1.29 ± 0.07 dex.
5.3. J − K blue limit sensitivity
In Sect. 3.3.2, we established a blue limit at (J−K) = 0.75 mag
to exclude K-type sources from the M-type giant population.
In addition to the small leakage of foreground dwarfs into the
M-type giant box, evident in Fig. 6, there is a suggestion in
Fig. 15 that a noticeable number of K-type giants in IC 1613
have also leaked into the M-type giant selection box. They are
suggested by the presence of giants with K < 17 mag and
(J − K) < 0.9 mag, like those seen in Fig. 9. If these 45 stars
are not M-type giants we would need to reduce the M-type
giant count in Sect. 4.4 from 552 to 507. This would increase
the C/M ratio to 0.57, implying a slightly lower metallicity of
[Fe/H] = −1.28 ± 0.07 dex
5.4. J − H sensitivity
In Sect. 3.1 we established a colour cut at (J − H) = 0.64 mag
to remove the majority of the foreground contamination in our
sample. However, it is probable that some genuine IC 1613
giants (mainly M-type giants) were also removed when this
colour criterion was applied. We therefore consider if a bluer
cut in (J − H) would be more suitable and would preserve
more M-type giants (but also admit more K-type giant con-
taminants). In the right hand panel of Fig. 5 we compared the
(J −H) colour distributions of a sample of foreground sources
and a sample dominated by genuine IC 1613 sources. The
overlap between the two samples is clear, but the foreground
dwarf sample declines suddenly at (J − H) = 0.58 mag and
again at 0.64 mag before tailing off at redder colours, while the
IC 1613 sample covers a broader range of colours and peaks
between (J − H) = 0.7 − 0.9 mag. A colour cut at 0.64 mag
was chosen to remove the maximum number of dwarf sources
from our sample, however from Fig. 5 we see that a signifi-
cant number of genuine IC 1613 sources were also eliminated
at (J − H) < 0.64 mag, and we now consider the impact of
using a bluer (J − H) cut at 0.58 mag, on our derived C/M
ratio.
Within the 4.5 kpc radial limit applied in Sect. 4.2.2, we
found 291 C-type and 552 M-type AGB stars. With the appli-
cation of the bluer (J − H) criteria, this becomes 295 C-type
and 688 M-type stars, from which we calculate a C/M ratio of
0.43±0.03 and an [Fe/H] abundance of−1.22±0.08 dex. As we
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Fig. 15. Left: CMD of all the sources (black crosses) in the original photometric data that met the quality flag criterion and have (J − H) > 0.64 mag. Plotted
as coloured squares are those sources that we have in common with Albert et al. (2000), including those we rejected as foreground or due to the quality of their
photometry. Sources classified as AGB are in red, those classified as RGB are in green, those classified as foreground are in yellow and those sources that were
rejected by the two-flag quality criteria are in cyan. The dashed horizontal line marks the position of the TRGB and the vertical lines mark the (J −K) selection
criteria applied in this work. Right: Colour histograms, using 0.02 mag bins, showing the (J − H) and (J − K) colour distributions of those sources we have in
common with Albert et al. (2000), all of which they have classified as C-type according to the CN − TiO method.
would expect based on the (J − H) distribution of the C-type
stars in Fig. 15, the bluer colour cut has far more impact on
the number of M-type giants than on the number of C-type gi-
ants. This is also reflected in the calculated foreground correc-
tions required when using the bluer (J−H) cut, ∼ 0.31 C-type
and ∼ 1.82 M-type stars per kpc2. After making a statistical
correction to account for the remaining foreground interlopers
the C/M ratio is 0.48 ± 0.04 and [Fe/H] = −1.24 ± 0.07 dex.
The [Fe/H] abundance derived using the bluer (J − H) cut
is in good agreement with the value we derive in Sect. 4.4
(−1.26 ± 0.07 dex), and therefore the change in colour cut
appears to have had little impact. Using the bluer (J − H)
cut means that the number of contaminants remaining in the
central grid region increases from 21 to 31 (∼ 1.27 stars
per kpc2) but the estimated foreground contamination in the
AGB samples is still < 1%, although this will increase with
radial distance. We prefer to use a foreground colour cut at
(J − H) = 0.64 mag in order to maintain the purest sample of
giants.
5.5. A comparison with NGC 6822
During the JHK photometric and subsequent spectroscopic
studies of NGC 6822 (Sibbons et al. 2012, 2014) the follow-
ing criteria were established for the selection C- and M-type
AGB stars: KTRGB = 17.41 ± 0.11 mag, (J − H) ≥ 0.76 mag,
(J − K) ≥ 0.93 mag and a colour of (J − K) = 1.17 mag was
used to separate the C- and the M-type sources. It is interest-
ing to note that the absolute TRGB magnitude for NGC 6822
(MK = −6.04 mag) is almost the same as that of IC 1613
(MK = −6.15 mag), and that the (J − K) colour separation
is very similar for both galaxies. Based on the C/M ratio of
NGC 6822, the global metallicity of that AGB population was
found to be [Fe/H] −1.38 ± 0.06 dex (following our spectro-
scopic study).
Given the agreement between the calculate metallicities
for NGC 6822 and IC 1613, variations in the TRGB mag-
nitude of each galaxy may be used to compare the relative
ages of the AGB populations in the two galaxies. The close
agreement between the absolute magnitude of the TRGB in
IC 1613 and in NGC 6822 suggests that the two AGB pop-
ulations are of similar age. Both IC 1613 and NGC 6822
are thought to have undergone almost continuous star for-
mation until now (Cole et al. 1999; Clementini et al. 2003;
de Blok & Walter 2006), although there has been no detailed
study of the age of the AGB population in either galaxy.
However, based on an adopted abundance of Z = 0.001,
which is in good agreement with the metallicity we derive,
Battinelli & Demers (2009) estimate that the majority of the
C-type star population in IC 1613 have ages between 700 Myr
and 2.5 Gyr, while Kacharov et al. (2012) suggest that the
AGB population of NGC 6822 have ages between 1.0 − 1.5
Gyr based on the fitting of isochrones with metallicities be-
tween [Fe/H] = −0.7 to −1.3 dex. Despite the wide range of
metallicities used by Kacharov et al. (2012), the ages derived
by Battinelli & Demers (2009) and Kacharov et al. (2012) also
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suggest that the AGB populations of the respective galaxies
are of a similar age.
6. Conclusions
We have used JHK photometry of an area of ∼ 0.80 deg2 cen-
tered on the Irr dwarf galaxy IC 1613 to isolate the AGB popu-
lation of that galaxy, and have derived a global iron abundance
based on the C/M ratio of that population. The magnitude of
the TRGB has been determined and variations in that magni-
tude have been investigated as a function of distance from the
galactic centre and as a function of azimuthal angle. The C/M
ratio and the calculated [Fe/H] values have been investigated
as functions of the same parameters.
Below we summarise our main conclusions.
1. The MW foreground population, which for our purposes
constitutes contamination of the desired photometric sam-
ple of IC 1613 giants, has been removed using a colour cut
at (J−H) = 0.64 mag. This cut has effectively removed the
low-level foreground dwarf contamination in the direction
of IC 1613, although some contamination is expected to
remain due to the imperfect nature of the colour selection;
this is estimated to be ∼ 0.80 stars per kpc2.
2. The TRGB magnitude has been measured to be K0 =
18.28±0.15 mag using the Sobel edge-detection algorithm.
This value has been used to select AGB stars from the
IC 1613 population. Further measurements of the TRGB
at different galactocentric distances and as a function of
azimuthal angle have not found any trend in the TRGB
magnitude with either parameter.
3. Colour selection criteria of 0.75 ≤ (J −K) < 1.15 mag and
(J − K) ≥ 1.15 mag have been used to classify M- and
C-type AGB stars respectively. The error on the colour
boundary at (J − K) = 1.15 mag is estimated to be ∼
0.05 mag. This colour value translates into (J−K)2MAS S =
1.22 mag for photometric system of the 2MASS point
source catalogue. A blue limit of (J − K) = 0.75 mag
has been applied to the M-type star population in order to
exclude K-type giant sources and provide a purer M-type
sample for our determination of the C/M ratio.
4. Using the measured stellar density in annuli at intervals
of 0.5 kpc in the de-projected plane of the galaxy, the
density profile of the AGB population has been plotted
and traced out to a distance of 6 kpc from the centre of
the galaxy. Based on this result we have used only those
sources within 4.5 kpc for the determination of the C/M
ratio and the [Fe/H] abundance within IC 1613.
5. A C/M ratio of 0.52 ± 0.04 has been derived within the
4.5 kpc radial limit we have imposed. From this value
we have calculated an [Fe/H] abundance of −1.26 ±
0.07 dex, using C/M vs. [Fe/H] relation presented by
Cioni (2009). Although we have not been able to in-
corporate the affects of the stellar age distribution in
our calculations, the value we derive is consistent with
other population metallicity measurements in the liter-
ature and we see very little variation in iron abundance
cross the galaxy (Sect. 4.4). For IC 1613 this first-order
approximation of the C/M vs. [Fe/H] relation appears
to provide a good estimate of the global galactic metal-
licity.
6. The (J − H) and (J − K) colour distribution of the C-
type stars population has been examined in more detail
based on a sample of our photometric sources in common
with Albert et al. (2000). Based on our JHK photometry
for 145 candidate C-type sources presented by Albert et al.
(2000), we find that only 7 have (J − H) < 0.64 mag. The
(J − K) distribution of these sources shows that C-type
stars are present on both sides of our colour boundary for
the classification of the AGB sources, but that the majority
have colours (J − K) ≥ 1.15 mag.
7. Based on a comparison with the work of Albert et al.
(2000) who relied on the CN − TiO method to classify C-
type AGB stars in IC 1613, and the work of Sibbons et al.
(2014) who provide an estimate of the error associated
with that method, it was estimated that up to 10% of the
C-type population in our sample may have been misclassi-
fied as M-type stars. Correcting for this potential misclas-
sification in our photometric sample results in a C/M ratio
of 0.61 ± 0.04 and [Fe/H] = −1.29 ± 0.07 dex.
8. In order to preserve the maximum number IC 1613 sources
a bluer (J − H) cut was also examined. Using (J − H) =
0.58 mag, instead of 0.64, to remove the dwarf foreground
sources results a C/M ratio of 0.48±0.04 and an iron abun-
dance of [Fe/H] = −1.24 ± 0.07 dex. The impact of the
change in colour cut is small and the derived iron abun-
dances for each cut are in good agreement. It was decided
to use the redder (J−H) cut in order to preserve the purest
sample of giant stars.
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